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45 Claims. (C 234-5.5)
This invention relates to exhibiting instru vided also means for synchronizing, and accu
ments and apparatus for indicating, recording, rately determining the phase relation between,
controlling or otherwise measuring the magn the marker operating mechanism and the ne
tude of any predetermined condition; and more chanical relay apparatus. In case this inven
particularly to an apparatus for use in connec tion is applied to a multiple-record indicating, is
tion with a measuring circuit and including recording or measuring apparatus; that is, ap

O

20

means for intermittently rebalancing the same,
of such type, for example, as shown and described
in United States Letters Patent No. 1,935,732,
granted November 21, 1933, upon the application
of L. Y. Squibb.
This application is a continuation-in-part of
copending application Serial No. 2,972, fled Jan

paratus for measuring a plurality of similar or

it is particularly suitable for application to multi
ple-record indicating, recording and/or measur
ing apparatus for use in connection with a meas
uring circuit and including means for periodically
recalibrating the measuring circuit; this inven

includes
also mechanism for synchronizing, and
accurately determining the phase relation be
tween, the operating mechanism for advancing

different conditions at the same or different

points or locations, it includes also means ren
dered inoperative during a recalibrating cycle,

O

for successively advancing the marking element
or assembly, preferably in step-by-step motion,
and for simultaneously changing the circuit con
nections of the measuring circuit successively to
uary 22, 1935, for Indicating, recording and/or respond
to a plurality of predetermined condi 5
controlling apparatus.
While this invention is of general application, tions in a definite sequence, and the apparatus

tion relates further to the several component

operating mechanisms of such an apparatus by

the marking element and operating the circuit
controller and the mechanical relay apparatus.
This invention comprises also improved and
simplified sub-combinations or component mech
anisms of a combined indicating, recording
and/or measuring apparatus of the type just de

means of which the various portions thereof are
maintained in synchronism and the phase there
25 between
accurately adjusted, thus avoiding in scribed by means of which a high degree of ac
terference of the separate mechanisms or mis curacy and reliability of operation is attained.
A further feature of this invention comprises
leading or irregular records or indications.

More specifically, this invention comprises in an improved recording element assembly particu
dicating,
recording, controlling and/or measur larly suitable for use in the combined apparatus
30 ing apparatus including a primary member mov described above, and also an improved universal
able in response to the magnitude of a condition single or multiple point recorder element assen
under measurement, as determined by a measur bly, and to new and improved inking devices par
ing circuit; a continuously operated driving ele ticularly useful in connection with such recorder
element assembly.
35 ment or power mechanism, and a mechanical re
The term 'measure' is used herein to connote 35
lay apparatus controlled by the primary movable
member and operating periodically to rebalance any indication, recording, controlling or other
the measuring circuit, control and operate the effect which is derived from and constitutes a
indicating and recording unit assembly. Theap measure of a given primary condition.
For a better understanding of this invention,
40 paratus includes also a recalibrating mechanism
operated by the driving element effective periodi together with other and further features thereof,
cally to recalibrate the measuring circuit to com reference is had to the following description
pensate for variations in any electrical condition taken in connection with the accompanying
of the source of power for the measuring circuit, drawings, and its scope will be pointed out in the
45 and means for synchronizing, and accurately appended claims.
controlling the phase relationship between, the
In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a view in rear eleva
mechanical relay apparatus and the recalibrating tion,
of a combined indicating-recording appara
mechanism.
tus
embodying
our invention;
In case this invention is applied to a printing
Fig.
2
is
a
front
partly broken away,
recorder, as contrasted to a continuous curve of the apparatus ofelevation,
Fig. 1;
drawing recorder, the marker or printing element
or assembly is operated by the driving element Fig.Fig.1; 3 is a top plan view of the apparatus of
and is interlocked with the calibrating operating

mechanism to prevent operation of the marker

Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the recorder

during a recalibrating cycle; and there is Pro element assembly shown in Figs. 1 through 3;

2
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about an axis parallel to the plane of the paper,
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional detail of a driving as
viewed in Fig. 1. Secured to the arms 5 are
connection of the mechanism of Fig. 4:
Fig. 6 is a side elevation of the recorder ele the cam followers 5b, which ride on the can
ment assembly of Fig. 4 with a modified inking surfaces 2b of the cam element 2, the arms be

ing thereby separated to disengage the pointer
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of an operating mecha 0 for a predetermined portion of each rotation
nismsuitable for actuating the recorder element of the shaft 3.
assembly of Fig. 4;
Also pivoted on the plate 9 at Ta is a clutch
Fig. 7a is a detail of an operating can of the arm f having a pin b adjustably secured in
a slot of an upstanding arm c. The pin b
mechanism of Fig. 7;
device;

O

5

20

Fig. 8 is a schematic circuit diagram Of a is disposed between the lower portions of the

10

outer ends of the clutch arm 7 are provided

15

measuring circuit and its associated elements
with elements corresponding to those shown in
the preceding figures identified by like reference
characters.
Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the current

calibrating operating mechanism along the lines
9-9 of Fig. 3;
Figs. 10 and 11 are, respectively, front and side
elevations of a modified form of inking device;
Fig. 12 is an exploded perspective view of Se

arms or feelers 5 and is adapted to be engaged
thereby when the Scissors are closed by the bias
ing spring 6 after release by the cam f2. The
With clutch surfaces, or shoes (not shown) co
Operating with a clutch rim 8a of a clutch disc

i8. The outer ends of the clutch arm T are pro

vided also with cam surfaces or followers id
disposed in the path of rotation of a pair of
cams f9, driven by the shaft 3. The clutch

20

lected parts of the mechanism of Figs. 1-9, par disc 8 is rigidly secured to a shaft 20 (Figs. 2, 3)

ticularly the calibrating mechanism, the print
ing mechanism, and associated drive shafts, tim
25 ing gears and operating cans:
\ ..
Fig. 12A is a side elevation of one of the discs
of Fig. 12 together with a part of its associated
follower;
Fig. 13 is a perspective view of a modified form
of mechanism suitable for the control of the
30 printing
or recording mechanism; and
Fig. 13A is a fragmentary end elevation of
Fig. 13.
is believed a clear understanding of the ar.
35

40

journaled in the frame of the apparatus.

The manner in which the above described ap
25
20 through an angle dependent upon and consti
tuting a measure of the deflection of the pointer
0 of the galvanometer G is set forth in detail
in the above entitled Squibb patent. In brief,
assuming the parts to occupy the positions indi 30
cated in Fig. 1, the galvanometer pointer O is
free to deflect in response to variations in magni
tude of the condition to be measured or con
trolled. At a predetermined point in a cycle of
rangement and operation of the various parts of rotation of the shaft 3, as determined by the
the apparatus will be best understood from a cam 2, the pointer ?o in its deflected position
complete description of the operation of the ap is clamped between the bars ff. Substantially
paratus as a whole, and therefore the Construc immediately upon the clamping of the pointer
tion and arrangement of certain of the mecha 0 by the bars if, the cam followers 5b ride off
nisms or component parts of the apparatus by the cam surfaces 2b and release the arms or 40
themselves will be first described in detail.
Referring now more particularly to Figs. 1, 2, feelers 5, which move toward engagement with
paratus operates periodically to rotate the shaft

each other under the influence of the biasing
and 3 of the drawings, there is shown One en Spring
6. In case the pointer ?o has previously

bodiment of this invention comprising indicating,
deflected in response to a change in magni
recording and/or controlling apparatus operable been
tude
of
condition to be measured, one of the 45
in response to changes or variations in magnitude feelers the
5
will
engage the pointer before the
of any desired condition as indicated by a gal Cther, which latter
then moves beyond its central
vanometer G, provided with a pointer or de or
neutral position until it deflects the clutch
flecting element O. The several indicating, re arm an amount corresponding to the defec
cording and/or controlling elements or mecha tion of pointer f0. More specifically, the plate 50
nisms to be described hereinafter may be oper
to release of the feelers, has been moved
ated in accordance with deflections of the point 9,byprior
the
Cam
about its pivot to disengage the
er to through any suitable mechanical relay ap clutch arm 2 from
clutch disc 8 so that
paratus, although there has been illustrated, by the arm f is free tothe
move.
The lower arm of
55 way of example, a particular mechanical relay that one of the feelers f5, which has moved be 55
apparatus, similar to that described and claimed yond its neutral position as aforesaid, engages

45

60
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in U. S. Letters Patent No. 1,935,732, granted
November 21, 1933, upon the application of
L. Y. Squibb.
In brief, the mechanical relay apparatus con

the pin b secured to the arm T, and rotates

it, about its pivot fla through an angle propor
tional to the deflection of the pointer fo; there

after the cam 2 releases the plate 9 and the
arm ill in its new position is returned into driv
between which the pointer O of the galvanome ing engagement with the clutch disc 8a. One
ter G normally freely deflects. One of the men of rotating cams 9 then engages its associated
bers is periodically moved toward engagement cam follower lid, which has been deflected up
with each other, and with the pointer 0 by wardly into its path of rotation by angular move
means of linkage elements (not shown) and a ment of arm , and, during continued rotation
cam 2 continuously rotated by a power shaft f3 of the cam, returns the clutch arm 7 to its
driven by a motor M through a worm f4 and a normal or horizontal position, at the same time
worm wheel 4. There are also provided a pair driving the clutch disc 8 through an equal angle.

prises a pair of clamping members or bars

70 of Scissors-like pointer engaging arms or feelers

60

65

The clutch disc 8 is secured to a shaft 20 70
journaled in the frame of the apparatus, the
in dotted outline for the sake of clarity) and angular movement of the shaft being utilized to
biased into engagement with each other by a drive the indicating, recording and/or controlling
suitable spring 16. The plate 9 is pivoted at its elements of the apparatus. For example, an in
75 upper end from the frame of the apparatus and sulating disc 2, Fig. 2, secured to the shaft 20 75

5 pivoted respectively at 5a on a plate 9 (shown

3
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Mounted on the stub shaft 3 is an inking
may carry a potentiometer 2a cooperating with drum
or disc 44 provided with a plurality of pe
a stationary adjustable contact 2b, and this

slidewire or potentiometer may preferably be in
cluded in a circuit effective to return the gal
vanometer G to its normal position, as described
hereinafter. Also, the shaft 20, Fig. 3, may carry
a pulley 22 cooperating with a cord or endless
belt 23, Fig. 1, passing over idler pulleys 24 and
attached by screw clamps 25b to a carriage 25
O carrying the indicating and recording elements.
As shown more clearly in Figs. 4, 6, 7, 12, and
13, the carriage 25 comprises a substantially, box
like frame, open at top and bottom, and suitably
fabricated from sheet metal. Disposed within
15 the carriage-frame 25 is a driving gear 26 secured

on a sleeve, 27 journaled in the ends of the frame

20

25. The respective ends of the sleeve 27 are of
reduced diameter and pass respectively through
corresponding openings in the ends of the frame
25, Figs. 3, 5, and 12, the shoulders 27s bearing
against the inner sides of the ends of the frame

to insure lateral movement of the sleeve 2 and
25

30

40

carriage as a unit and to permit rotation of gear
26 independently of the carriage 25. A driving
connection between the sleeve 27 and shaft 28
is provided by a longitudinal slot or keyway 28a.
in which is disposed a key interconnecting the
shaft and the sleeve 2. As shown more clearly

in Fig. 5, a cylindrical key 2la is secured within
the sleeve 27 by a set screw 27b, the key 2 Ta slid
ing with minimum friction in the slot 28a of the
shaft 28. Projecting from the carriage 25 are a
pair of arms 25a, which slidably engage a guide
shaft or rod 29 to prevent rotation of the carriage
25 about the shaft 28.
A second box-like frame, Fig. 6, having up
standing ears or lugs 30a is pivotally supported
from the frame 25 by means of pivot pins 30b
passing through apertures of the frame 25 and
the upstanding lugs 30a. Journaled between the
side bars of the frame 30 and extending at right
angles to shaft 28 is a shaft 3 upon which is se
cured a helical driven gear 33, Fig. 4, meshing

with driving gear 26 substantially in a line passing

through the axis of the pivots 30b. Also secured
to the shaft 3 is a recorder device or printwheel
32 provided with a plurality of printing char
acters or like marking elements, and an index
plate 34. From the front end of the frame 30 or,
as viewed in Figs. 4, 5, and 7, at the left end
thereof, there extends a U-shaped member, one
arm. 35 of which constitutes an indicator which
cooperates with a stationary scale 36. Depend
ing from the carriage-frame 25 is a V-shaped
5 plate or arm 37 (Figs. 1, 4, 6, and 7) having a pin
38 in its lower extremity disposed to engage pe
ripheral recesses in the index plate 34, as de
Scribed more fully hereinafter.
A second V-shaped plate or bracket 39 extends
f)

ripheral notches or recesses 44a in which are dis

posed inking pads 4b which may be inked with
Various distinctive colors. The pads 44b are
preferably proportioned to fit closely within the
recesses 44a and a retaining disc or plate 45 is
Secured to the face of the disc 44 by screws 4 a.
additionally to retain the inking pads 44b in the

disc 44. The inking drum 44 is loosely jour
naled on the shaft. 43 and, in order to secure
proper synchronization between the drum 44 and

O

recess 44c of the drum 44 forming a driving en
gagement therewith.
In order to tilt or oscillate the frame 30, in
which is mounted the printwheel 32, to bring the
latter into engagement with the record chart, the
frame 30 is provided with an extension or arm
30c terminating in a cylindrical guide element 30d

5

the printwheel 32, an arm 46 is secured to and
projects from the stub shaft 4 and engages in a

20

disposed in a key or slot 29a in the shaft 29.
Movement of the shaft 29 in a clockwise direc
tion (Fig. 4) thereby tilts the frame 30 and the

printwheel 32 until the latter engages and regis
ters a distinctive character upon the record chart.
In certain instances, as for example, when the
printwheel 32 is provided with a plurality of dis

25

tinctive record characters, a single color inking
30
bly in which the bracket 39, of Fig. 4, supporting
the inking pad drum 44 is replaced by a bracket
7. The bracket 47 terminates in a holder 47a
in which is mounted an ink pad 47b registering
and cooperating with the several record char 35
acters of the printwheel 32. The bracket 47 is
Secured to the frame 25 by suitable screws or
bolts 40 and is preferably interchangeable with
the bracket 39, so that either may be replaced by
the other simply by releasing the screws or 40
bolts 40.
The printwheel 32 may register its record upon
any suitable record chart driven by any well
known mechanism. By way of example only,
there is shown (Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 7) a continuous 45
strip chart 50 which, as supplied from a feed roll
(not shown), passes over a chart drum or driving
roll 5 and thence over a backing plate 52, during
which passage the record may be viewed by an
observer. By mounting the printwheel 32 with 50
its axis normal to the face of the chart and ar
ranging the characters along a beveled edge
thereof the printed record is visible from the
front of the instrument as soon as the printwheel
pad suffices. In Fig. 6 is shown a modified assen

is returned to its normal position as shown in
Fig. 2 and described with greater particularity
hereinafter. Mounted on the main power shaft
3 is a worm 53 (Fig. 7) engaging a worm wheel
5 mounted upon and driving a shaft 55 which,
gearing 56, drives a shaft 57 on which is
upwardly from the forward side bar of the frame through
a worn 58 registering with a worm wheel
25 and may be integral therewith or, as illus Secured
59 secured to the shaft 60 of the chart drum 5.

55

bracket 39, or vice versa. The bracket 39 pref
erably extends upwardly at an angle of approxi
mately 45 and journaled therein is a stub shaft
4 upon which is secured a helical gear 42 also

While the printwheel 32 may be advanced step
by-step by any well-known mechanism to bring
in succession its characters into printing posi

65

shafts 4 and 43.

ratchet wheel 6 secured to the end of the shaft 28,

trated in Fig. 4, may be adjustably secured by a Consequently the chart 50 is continuously driven
Screw or nut and bolt 40 passing through a slot at low Speed from the power shaft 3.
in the bar of the frame 25 and a hole in the

60

tions, it is advantageous to use in accordance

meshing with the driving gear 26. A second with the present invention a mechanism which
stub shaft 43 is provided with a threaded exten not only advances the printwheel but also serves 70
periodically to oscillate or tilt the printwheel 32
sion 43a engaging a threaded recess in the shaft into
monentary engagement or registration with ,
4f and forms an extension thereof. The shaft 43 the record
chart. To this end there is provided
is provided with a knurled end 43b to facilitate
engagement and disengagement between the a ratchet mechanism (Fig. 7) which comprises a

75

4.
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and a double-armed member or bell crank 62 adjustable with respect to their respective shafts

independently movable with respect to but jour

naled on the shaft 28 and on one arm of which is

pivotally mounted a ratchet pawl 63 biased into

5

engagement with the wheel 8 by means of a
spring 63a. There is also provided a locking

ratchet pawl 64 mounted on a stationary pivot
and biased into engagement with the ratchet

4a and 3, to insure proper phasing with respect
to the mechanical relay.
It is often desirable automatically to Switch
the circuit of the galvanometer G between Several
measuring circuits simultaneously with the Suc
cessive step-by-step movement Of the printwheel
32 and the inking drum 44. To this end, the
shaft 28 which imparts the step-by-step move

wheel 6 by a spring 64a, thereby preventing
ferring to Fig. 7, the other arm of the bell crank 44 carries a gear 77 which, through an inter
62 is provided with a slot 62a in which slides a mediate idling gear 78, drives a gear 79 attached

10 reverse rotation of the ratchet wheel 6. Re ment to the printwheel 32 and the linking drum

5

O

pin 65 adjustably secured in a slot 66a of one to a shaft 80. Upon the shaft 80 (Fig. 1) is

arm of a second bell crank 66. The other arm

mounted a bevel gear 8 cooperating with a sec

15

of the bell crank 66 is operated by a mechanism Ond bevel gear 82 secured on the shaft 83, on the

20

bell crank 66 by a pivot pin 67a, while in its other
end is provided a slot 67b in which is adjustably
secured a pin 69 journaled in the end of the arm
68. A biasing spring 70 attached to the upper

comprising a link 67 and an arm 68 pivoted inter lower end of which is attached a rotatable brush
mediate its ends on a fixed pivot pin 68a. The member 84. The member 84 cooperates with
link 67 is connected to the end of the arm of the

portion of the arm 68 tends to rotate it in a

25

30

the stationary member 85 carrying a plurality of

segmental annular contact menbers 85a. The
selector switch comprising members 84 and 85
is preferably enclosed within a casing 87 which
may contain oil or other suitable lubricating
medium.

counter-clockwise direction, thus moving the bell
The operation of the above described automatic
crank 62 also in a counter-clockwise direction to multiple-record indicating and recording ap
advance the ratchet pawl 63 with respect to paratus will be understood more clearly by now
ratchet wheel 6 so that, upon subsequent return referring to Flg. 8 in which is shown a schematic

of the operating mechanism to the position
shown in Fig. 7, the ratchet wheel 6 will be ad
vanced through a predetermined angle or step.
An adjustable stop 7 is provided to limit the
throw of the operating arm 68 under the influence

20

diagram of a system, including certain of the
several elements thus far described, for succes
sively measuring the magnitudes of a plurality

5

30

of conditions at the same or different locations,

for example, the temperatures at a plurality of
points or locations; in one specific example which
The operating mechanism above described is has operated satisfactorily, 16 points. Thus,
normally restrained in a position shown in Fig. by multiple-point recording and/or indicating
by means of a cam follower, shown as a pro means, reference is made to provisions for utiliz
jection or pin T2 (Fig. 12) extending from the ing the same instrumentality for successively
lower arm of the member 68 and riding on the measuring and/or recording conditions as
face of a cam or disc 73 provided with a single measured at a plurality of points by condition-re
peripheral notch or recess T3a (Figs. 1, 2, and la). sponsive means individual to each point or loca
The disc 73 is driven by a worm wheel T4 engaging tion. In Fig. 8 it is seen that the measuring cir
the worm 53 driven by the main power shaft 3. cuit includes a potentiometer comprising a slide
Therefore, once each predetermined number of Wire or adjustable resistance 2 a having an ad
revolutions of the shaft 3, the pin 72 registers justable contact 2b connected in series with fixed
of the spring 70.

35

40

45

40

with the recess 73a, permitting the arm 68 to move resistors 8a and 88 and energized from a source

in a counter-clockwise direction under the in
fluence of the spring 70.
It is highly desirable that the print wheel 32
shall be prevented from registering with the
record chart during that portion of the cycle in
which the clutch arm 7 (Fig. 1) engages the

of current, such as a battery 89, through a cali
brating resistance 90 provided with an adjustable
contact 90a. The galvanometer G is connected
in circuit successively with one of several thermo
couples 92 or other primary condition-responsive
50
elements through a two-position switch 9, when
clutch disc 8, since a rotation of the disc 8 in its left-hand position, as seen in Fig. 8, and in
might produce a transverse movement of the series with that portion of the potentiometer
printwheel carriage during the printing operation 87a-2a-88 comprising the resistance 8a and
55 and smear or blur the record chart. The tim the left-hand portion of the slidewire 2 a.
ing of the registration of the printwheel 32 with It is now believed that a comprehensive under
the record chart 5f with respect to the cycle of standing of the invention, including the construc
operation of the mechanical relay apparatus de tion, arrangement and Operation of the appara
scribed above is obtained by means of a cam 76 tus, will be facilitated by a description of the op
60 (Fig. 7) mounted on the shaft 3 and provided eration of the organization as a whole. To this
with a single recess 76a with which cooperates a end it will be assumed that the movable element
projection or pin 75 (Fig. 3) adjustably secured in of the selector switch has just been moved to
the lower end of the arm 68. It is clear that the the position shown in Fig. 8 of the drawings, in
cam 73 operates at a speed of a lower order of which it completes the circuit through one of the
65 magnitude than that of the cam 6. Thus, the several thermocouples 92. If the temperature as
pin 72 and the disc 73 determine the frequency measured by the particular thermocouple 92 is
of registration of the printwheel 32 with the different from that indicated by the preceding
record chart 5, as determined by the gear ratio thermocouple and with which the setting of the
between the worm 53 and worm wheel 74, while adjustable contact 2b of the slidewire 2 a cor
70 the pin 75 and the cam T6 accurately time or responds, an unbalance voltage will appear in the
phase the registration of the print wheel with circuit of the galvanometer G which will deflect
respect to the angular position of shaft 3 and its its pointer O. When the pointer O is thus de
cam 2, or with respect to a desired portion of the flected, a motion will be imparted to the shaft 20,
cycle of operation of the mechanical relay ap Figs, 2 and 3, carrying the slidewire 2 a which,
75 paratus. Both the disc 73 and the cam 76 are within predetermined limits, is representive of,

55

60

65

70
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influence of the operating spring 70. As the
and a measure of, the deflection of the pointer 0, the
arm 68 moves, the pins or followers 72 and 75 re

as described above. The connections of the gal

vanometer G and the sense of operation of me

spectively enter recesses 73a and 76a and the

chanical relay apparatus are such that the slide

bell crank 66, now rotated by operating arm 68
and link 6 in a clockwise direction, drives, in

In case the initial movement of slidewire 2 fa
is insufficient or over-sufficient to rebalance the

moves the print wheel supporting frame 30 piv
oted at 30b through a corresponding afhgle in a

is wire 2 a will be moved in a sense which will tend a clockwise direction, the shaft 29 which in turn
to rebalance the measuring circuit of Fig. 8.
10

measuring network, the mechanical relay ap counter-clockwise direction, the movement being
paratus repeats its cycle of operation again to sufficient to insure registration of the print wheel
with the record chart 5. The duration of the
adjust the potentiometer slidewire 2a to re 32
balance the measuring circuit. The relay ap time the print wheel 32 is in engagement with
paratus, before printing, may operate for a pre the chart 5 is determined by the size or extent

O

of the recess 6a of the cam 76. Since the chart
is continuously driven from the main shaft f3

5

print of the record mark or indicia by the print

20

print wheel 32 is normal to the plane of the face
the chart 5 (Fig. 2) and that during the
23, moved across the chart 5. The position of of
printing
Operation the print wheel or disc 32 reg.
the
indicator
35
with
reference
to
the
scale
36
925
(Fig. 2) is a measure of the magnitude of the isters with the chart forwardly and substantially
condition under measurement. As soon as the below the top of the chart drum. In consequence,
potentiometer circuit is rebalanced a direct read aS SOon as the print wheel 32 is returned to its
ing may be taken which will correspond with normal position and out of engagement with the
30 great precision to the magnitude of the condition chart 5, the record left thereon is immediately
and readily visible from the front of the appa
under measurement.
as shown in Fig. 2.
After a predetermined number of cycles of op ratus,
Simultaneously with the printing operation,
eraticn of the mechanical relay apparatus, cor
responding to the number of rotations of shaft 3 the bell crank 62 is by clockwise movement of
as determined by the ratio of the worm 53 and the bell crank 66 rotated in a counter-clockwise di
Worm wheel 74 (Figs. 2, 7, and 12) have been rection, the ratchet or pawl 63 merely sliding
completed, the disc 3 will occupy a position such over one tooth of the ratchet wheel 61, which is
that the pin 72 projecting from the lower end of locked against rotation in this direction by the
the arm 68 engages with the peripheral notch locking ratchet pawl 64. However, as the arm 68
40 or recess 3a of the disc preparatory to the is returned to the position shown in Fig. 7 by
the cam 76 operating on the pin 75, the shaft 29
printing or recording operation.
Just prior to registration of recess 73a and is again rotated to the position shown in Fig. 7,
returning the print wheel 32 to its normal posi
pin 72, an effective inking of the uppermost tion.
During this return motion, the bell crank
marking element of the printing wheel 32 is
45 accomplished by means of a raised or punched 62 is rotated in a clockwise direction and drives
out portion 73b (Figs. 7a and 12A) correspond the shaft 28 through a similar angle by means
ing with the leading end of the notch or recess of the ratchet pawl 63. This rotation of the shaft

35

determined number of revolutions of the shaft
5

3, such as 24, which is sufficient to insure a com
plete balancing of the measuring circuit of Fig. 8
even under extreme changes in electromotive

force between successive thermocouples occa

90
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sioned by widely varying temperatures at the
different measuring points.

Simultaneously with movement of the slide
wire 2a the carriage 25 and associated elements
are, by the driving pulley 22 and the endless belt

3a of the disc 73. Thus as the raised portion
3b is moved into engagement with the pin 72, a
slight clockwise movement is imparted to the
arm 68 which movement is transmitted through

ink 6, bell crank 66, shaft 29 and extension 30c
to rotate the uppermost character of print wheel
32 into firm engagement with the corresponding
one of the inking pads. 44b carried by the disc
44. A slight additional movement of the disc
3 releases arm 68 which then moves through a
Small angle in a counterclockwise direction to its
Original position. By this means an effective
inking of the several marking elements of the
disc or print wheel 32 is accomplished, at the
Same time avoiding the continuous pressure be
tween the print wheel 32 and the disc 44 which
would result in increased friction or possible
binding of the elements of the recorder assembly.

the recess T6a has a configuration such that the
print wheel 32 moves rapidly into and out of en
gagement with the chart thereby to prevent
blurring or Smearing and to insure a single im
Wheel 32 upon the record chart.
It may here be observed that the axis of the

40

45

28 is adjusted by means of the adjustable pins
65 and 69 to correspond exactly to the angle be
tween adjacent record characters or marking ele
ments on the periphery of the print wheel. 32.
The shaft 28 through the helical gears 26, 33
and 42 drives the print wheel 32 and the inking
drum 44 through corresponding angles, so that
the print wheel 32 is in position to register the
condition at a Succeeding location or point under

measurement in response to a change in circuit,
connections as is presently to be described.
As mentioned above, the spiral gear 33 meshes

with Spiral gear 26 on the pivotal axis through
screws 30b. This is done in order to prevent
rotation of the print wheel upon its movement

60

into engagement with the chart.

In order Substantially to eliminate errors in
the registration of the print wheel 32 on the rec

65

ord chart 5, due to any lost motion in the driv.
ing mechanism between the shaft f3 and the
print wheel 32, an index plate 34 is carried by the
Same shaft as the print wheel 32 and is rigidly
thereto. This index plate 34, upon de 70
70 iliary pin 75. Thus, immediately after the cam Secured
f2 disengages the clutch arm T from the disc pression of the print wheel 32 as described above,
AS stated above, for the printing operation the
release of the operating arm 68 is accurately
timed, with reference to the operating cycle of
the relay mechanism, by the can 76 and the aux

8 the cam T6 is arranged to move its recess engages a projecting pin 38 on the depending
76a into registration with the pin 75 carried by stirrup or bracket 37 secured to the frame 25
the arm 68. This arm is thereby released for of the indicating and recording element assem
movement in a counter-clockwise direction under

bly, and guides the print wheel during printing.

s

6
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The peripheral notches or indentations of the
index plate 34 are in exact angular alignment
with the record characters or printing elements
of the print wheel 32 so that the angular posi
tion of the print wheel 32 is accurately deter
mined for each printing registration, thereby in
suring that each character is moved flat against
the chart 5. A further important function is
to prevent rotation of the print wheel 32 and to
O prevent lateral displacement of the record which
might otherwise result. In this manner, all rec
ords are accurate to within one-quarter of a per
cent and no inaccuracies are introduced by lat
eral displacement of the printed record.
s In brief then, the galvanometer G is automati
cally and Successively connected in circuit with
the several thermocouples 92 and, after each such
connection, the measuring circuit of Fig. 8 is
automatically rebalanced by the above described
20 mechanical relay apparatus until the deflection
of the galvanometer is reduced to zero. After a
number of cycles of Operation of the mechanical
relay apparatus sufficient to insure the rebalanc
ing of the measuring circuit, the recording mech
25

30

anism, which has been moved to a new position

ditions, the voltage of the standard cell S just
balances that across the potentiometer compris
ing the resistances 87a and 88 and the slidewire
2 fa. If, however, the voltage of the battery 89
has changed, the measuring circuit will no longer
be balanced. It may be restored to balance by
varying any desired electrical condition or con
stant of the measuring circuit, for example, by
adjusting the contact 900 of the calibrating re
sistance 90.
O
It is desirable to effect this restandardization or

recalibration automatically and periodically, for
example, every half or three-quarters of an
hour, corresponding to a predetermined higher
number of revolutions of shaft 3. To this end,
there is provided an arm 93 (Figs. 1-3 and 12)
pivotally supported at 93a, and periodically re
leased to operate, through the auxiliary pivoted
arm 94 and projection 94a, the switch 9 f above
described in connection with Fig. 8. Thus, de
pression or clockwise rotation of the projection or
element 94a, Figs. 1 and 12, corresponds to a
movement of the switch 9 of Fig. 8 to its right
hand position.
. The time between successive operations of the
arm 93 and of the switch. 9 is determined by
means of an adjustable rotating cam or disc 95,
having a single peripheral notch or recess 95a,
driven from the shaft 3 through an intermediate
double-Worm gear reduction drive. The gear

with respect to the chart, is automatically oper
ated to register an indication on the record chart
of the magnitude of the condition existing at the
particular point under measurement and the in
dicator 35 indicates this value on the cooperating
scale 36. Thereafter, the galvanometer is succes ratio, provided by the aforesaid drive and com
sively connected in circuit with the other ther prising Worm 96 secured to shaft f3, and driving
mocouples and the above described cycle of oper WOrm wheel 97 on shaft 97b which in turn drives
ation is repeated. For each point, the indicator through its associated worm 98a and Worm wheel

35 and recorder element assembly is moved trans

versely of the scale 36 (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7)

face of the print wheel 32, appearing through the
opening in the mask 32b, indicates the number
of the control point at which the measurement
is being taken. Preferably a corresponding nu
meral is printed on the chart by the print wheel
2.
It will be noted also that the connection of the

galvanometer successively into the several ther
mocouple circuits is automatically synchronized

with the step-by-step movement of the print
wheel 32 and the inking drum 44 through the
gearing 77-78-79-8-82, described above.
It is well understood that the voltage of a bat
tery, such, for example, as that utilized- to ener
gize the potentiometer measuring circuit of Fig.
8, varies appreciably with time, and that the ac
curacy of measurement, as determined by the

above described apparatus, depends upon the
Constancy of current to the slidewire 2 fa; that
is, the constancy of the terminal voltage of the

battery 89. In Order to compensate for vari
ations in voltage of such a battery, it is desir
able periodically to recalibrate or restandardize
the measuring circuit by substituting therein a

20

25

30

98 the disc 95, is very high, for example, of the

Order of 1200 to 1; that is, for twelve hundred
and the record chart 50, so that the indicator 35 revolutions of the shaft f3 the disc 95 completes
will indicate on the scale 36 the magnitude of one revolution. During that revolution the pe
the condition existing at the point of the meas ripheral notch 95a is moved into registration with
urement; this magnitude may be registered on the projection or cam follower 93b of the arm 93
the record chart graduated as the scale 36 by which is biased for clockwise rotation, as by a
means of the impression left by print wheel 2.
At the same time a numeral 2a on the front

5

40

spring 93C.

Immediate movement of the arm 93, however,
is prevented until the recess Ofa of an adjust
able cam 0 is moved into registration with an

adjustable cam follower or pin 02, Figs. 9 and 12,
carried by the arm 93. The delayed movement
of arm 93 is for the purpose of preventing opera

tion of the switch 9 until the galvanometer nee
dle or pointer O is clamped between the bars

l, Fig. 1. To this end, the angular position of
the can ?o is predetermined with respect to
the shaft 3 and its cam f2, so that after reg
istration of notch 95a with projection 93b, reg
stration of recess of a with pin O2 occurs sub
stantially concurrently with, or immediately
after, the clamping of pointer f0. This phasing
or timing is readily accomplished by proper angu
lar adjustment of the shaft 97b and the cam O.
provided for by a split collar 97a, Fig. 3, of worm
wheel 9. In consequence, violent swinging or
deflection of the galvanometer pointer ?o incident
to the opening and closing of switch. 9 is pre
vented. Thus the cam 95 and projection 93b

50

determine the frequency of recalibration as de
termined by the gear ratio of the double-worm
drive, while the cam 0, operating at a substan
standard electrical unit, preferably an auxiliary tially higher speed than cam 95, and the projec
standard cell or source developing a constant or tion 2 accurately phase or time the operation
70 standard electromotive force. For example, re of the switch 9 with the aforesaid desired por 70
ferring to Fig. 8, if the switch 9 be operated to tion of the cycle of operation of the mechanical

its right-hand position, the galvanometer G will

be connected directly across the potentiometer

relay mechanism.

w

Assuming now that the galvanometer needle O
circuit in series with a standard cell S supplying is camped into a fixed position by the bars if

s such an electromotive force. Under normal con and that disc 95 and cam foll occupy positions for 75

7
recalibration, the arm 93, under the influence of ing, when in given angular position, with a pro
the relatively strong spring 9c, rotates about its jecting arm or stop element b to prevent coun
9,118,069

pivot 93a in a clockwise direction, rotating with ter-clockwise rotation of the operating arm .
a operates the The phase or angular relationship between the
switch 9 to establish the recalibration circuit projection Ola of the disc foil and the notch a

it the arm 95 whose projection

the disc 9, taken in conjunction with their re
connections. The aforesaid clockwise rotation of
spective gear ratios from the main shaft 3, is
predetermined so that the projection Oa is al
ways moved below or in the path of stop element

of arm 94 increases the tension in a return spring
94b connected to that arm and to a fixed support
as well as the tension in a spring 99b which in
O terconnects one end of an arm 99 and a de

68b after notch

a registers with projection 93b O

pending projection 94d of the arm 94. Obviously, and before the cam 6 and disc 3 Occupy posi
the main operating spring 93c is powerful enough tions for printing and/or recording operations.
to overcome the opposition offered by springs 94b Therefore, even though the arm 68 is, by disc 3

and can s, freed for actuation of the switch
The biasing force developed by the spring 99b 84-85 and the printing and/or recording mech
however tends to rotate the arm 99, pivoted for anism, such operation cannot occur until the
independent movement on the shaft 9b, in a projection to a moves out of engagement with
clockwise direction thereby to move a clutch disc stop element 68b at which time recalibration has
OO pivotally supported at 00a on the lower end been completed.

and 99b to movement of arm 93.
S

90 shown in Figs. 2 and 12 in the form of a

Continuing with the operation of the recali
brating mechanism, shortly after the clamping
of the pointer O and the deflection of the clutch
bar I, the feelers 5 by cam 2 are spread and

of the voltage of the battery or source of Sup
ply 89.

the pointer for deflection. The galvanometer
pointer then deflects in accordance with any un
balance which may exist due to change in the

20 of the arm 99 into driving engagement with the

rim or flange 22a of the pulley 22. Supported On
the friction disc OO is the calibrating resistance

slidewire and automatically adjustable to com
25 pensate for deviation from a predetermined value

one of the clamping bars

5

operated to release

of battery 89. During the time the needle
Since, as described above, the switch. 9 is op voltage
or pointer O is moving to its new position, the

erated at the time the pointer O is clamped,
it is undesirable to operate the friction disc foo
into driving engagement with the pulley 22 until
later in the cycle of operation of the mechanical
relay; that is, until after the feelers 5, Fig. 1,
have set the clutch arm 7 to correspond with
35 the galvanometer deflection and the cams 9 have
thereafter returned the clutch arm to its hori
Zontal or neutral position. Therefore, immedi
ately prior to operation of the Switch 9 by arms
93 and 94, a can C3, adjustably carried on, and
40 driven by the shaft 9 b in predetermined phase
relation with respect to shaft 3 and its Cam 2,

and retarded in phase with respect to cam 0,
45

moves its pointed projection 03a against one
end of an arm 04 pivoted intermediate its ends
on the frame at 04d. The opposite end of the

arm 04 cooperates with the arm 99 to prevent

movement thereof, by neans of a slot 4b en
gaging a pin 99e projecting from the rear of the
arm 99 as viewed in Fig. 2 but shown on the front
of the arm for convenience in Fig. 2. The

pointed projection 03a is by shaft 9ib moved

clutch arm

is returned to its neutral or hori 30

Zontal position and the aforesaid driving con
nection completed between the rim 22a secured to
pulley 22 and the friction disc 00. Thereafter
the needle is clamped by bars in its new posi
tion, the feelers again move the clutch arm to an
angular position corresponding to the degree of
deflection of the galvanometer pointer from its
neutral position. The restoring cams 9, after
arm
again engages the clutch disc 8, return
arm to its horizontal position. In this case the
corresponding angular movement of arm and
clutch disc. 8 is by shaft 20 and rim 22a trans
mitted to the friction disc to which moves the

Several times, eight cycles being safely Sufficient,
to insure that the slidewire 90 is moved accu

between clutch disc OO and pulley 22 is effected,

shape and extent of the recess foa and its
speed as compared to that of the shaft 3. Thus

the battery 89 and the standard cell S are in ex

balance. The number of cycles of Operation,
the arm 99 until the aforesaid driving connection act
preferably about eight, is determined by the

3.

predetermined time intervals, as determined by
dependently of the position of the selector Switch
85 or of the printing and/or recording mecha
nism, successive calibrations may take place with
the selector switch in different positions.
Therefore, suitable mechanism is provided to
prevent operation of the selector switch 84-85
and the printing and/or recording mechanism
during the operations constituting the recali
brating cycle. In one form of our invention, this
mechanism comprises a disc to adjustably Sup
ported on a worm wheel 05 by means of screws
lob driven by a worm 06 secured to the shaft

the aforesaid double-Worm gear drive, and in

O

75

T4a, a projection f Ola on the disc for cooperat

50

rately and With great precision to a position

where the potentiometer voltages as derived from

The calibrating mechanism is now in readiness

40

sidewire 90 to a new position. The direction of
movement of the slidewire is, as referred to the 45
circuit of Fig. 8, in the direction to correct for
the extent of deviation in the voltage of battery
89 from its predetermined value.
The foregoing cycle of operations is repeated

clear of the lever Gi immediately after the re
turn of the clutch bar to its horizontal posi
tion. The spring 99b is then effective to rotate

for recalibration of the measuring System, as the
potentiometer circuit of Fig. 8. Since the recal
ibration of the potentiometer circuit occurs at

35

55

after the shaft 3 has completed eight revolu

tions, corresponding to the aforesaid eight cy
cles of operation, the can foll occupies a posi

60

tion to initiate counter-clockwise rotation of arm
93. Additional rotation of the cam of raises the

pin or projection 02 from recess Ola thereby
main spring 93c, to its original position. The arm
94, under influence of the spring 94b, moves with

returning the arm 93, against the bias of the

65

or follows after the arm 93 to release the switch
9f which is automatically returned to the posi

tion shown in Fig. 8, as by resilient members upon 70
dition to predetermining the number of cycles for
recalibrating the circuit, the trailing Operating
surface of the cam O is phased or angularly dis
posed with respect to shaft 3 and cam 2 So that s
which the switch contacts are mounted. In ad

8

10
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the return of the potentiometer System to one of
elements 92 occurs during that portion of the
mechanical relay cycle when the galvanometer
pointer is clamped in a fixed position.
The driving connection between the recalibrat
ing slidewire 90 and the rim. 22a is broken by
reason of the engagement of arm 94 with the ad
justable set screw 99d carried by arm 99. This
as arms 94 and 99 are rotated in a counter-clock
wise direction by the spring 94b, the friction disc
OO and slidewire 90 are returned to their origi
nal positions, Figs. 2 and 12.
- The three-part calibrating mechanism Com
prising arms 93, 94, and 99 together with their
associated biasing springs and pivotal mountings
is particularly well adapted for the purposes and
functions described above.
As explained above, the voltage of the battery
89, with use and over a period of time, gradually
decreases in value so that the slidewire 90 dur

ing a relatively long period, which may be of the
order of six months, will be substantially en
tirely excluded from the potentiometer circuit.
To show the position of the slidewire and gener
ally to indicate the condition of the battery, an

30

40
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index 99f may project from a portion of the
frame, or as illustrated, Fig. 2, from the arm or
lever 99 and may cooperate with graduations or
an arrow OOb marked on the disc 00. In any
event, when the arrow and index are substanti
ally in alignment, all of the slidewire 90 has been
excluded from the circuit indicating that no
further correction for decreased voltage may be
accomplished by the slidewire 90. For contin
ued accuracy a new or re-charged battery must
then be included in the circuit, or the supply
voltage as applied to the measuring circuit other
wise increased.
Continuing with the operation of the appara
tus, the projection Ola of disc 07 frees the arm
68 after the galvanometer is again connected in

chart 5 would be confusing and of little value.
Moreover, there would be lost a record of the
condition indicated by one of the elements 92.
In accordance with the present invention,

however, the operation of the printing and/or

recording mechanism is interrupted until after
completion of the calibrating cycle and until
after the mechanical relay mechanism has again
rebalanced the circuit and moved the carriage 25
and print wheel 32 to a position with respect to

tion was provided for each 1200 revolutions of
shaft 3, or after each forty-ninth printing oper

65

70

TS
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ation. Thus with the Sixteen control elements

92, it will be seen that each successive recalibra
tion cycle takes place with the selector Switch
84-85 one position beyond its preceding position,
or angularly displaced from the position corre
Sponding to the preceding recalibrating cycle.
In this manner maximum average accuracy for
all points may be attained, particularly for a
Case where there is a measurable drift in voltage
of the Supply between successive recalibrating
cycles.
Now that the principles of the present inven

tion are understood, it will be apparent the re
calibrating mechanism is applicable to Wheat
stone bridge circuits, in which case the slidewire
90 may be included in the ratio arms of the
bridge while a standard resistance or impedance
device is by switch 9 substituted for one of the

20
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elements 92.

From the above, it is seen that there is pro

vided a full automatic indicating, recording
and/or controlling apparatus which successively

35

indicates, records, and/or controls in accord
ance with, the Conditions measured at a plural

ity of points, and which automatically recali
brates or restandardizes the measuring circuit,
circuit with one of the condition responsive ele at the same time avoiding any interference be
ments 92 and before the cam or disc 73 and can tween the operations of the several component
76 again occupy positions for the printing and/or mechanisms.
recording operations. In addition to being
In Figs. 10 and 11 is shown a modified and
phased with respect to disc 95 and cam 0, the simplified form of inking device which, in cer
projection Ola, by reason of its angular position tain instances, may be used in place of the de
and the gear ratio between worm 06 and worm vice 44 of Fig. 4. This device comprises essen
wheel 05, is moved out of registration with stop tially
a pair of spiders 0 which may be integral
element 68b after the recess 3a of disc 3 moves with, or firmly secured to, a central hub adapted

40

45

,
37
50

beyond projection 72. In this manner the first for mounting on the shaft 43, as in the case off
printing and/or recording operation subsequent the inking device 44. The several arms Oa of///
to recalibration occurs after Substantially the the spiders O are provided with radial slots/
full number of cycles of operation of the mechan
Ob. The spiders ff0 may conveniently be
ical relay, thereby insuring the rebalance of the

of sheet metal so that the slotted 'arm
circuit before printing; that is, recalibration re formed
floa have a substantial resilience. Near the

60
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the chart which is an accurate indication of the
magnitude of the condition under measurement.
In one embodiment of the invention recalibra

quires eight cycles of operation; twenty-four cy
end of each of the radial slots Ot is
cyles are provided between each printing opera outer
formed a notch or recess adapted to receive? and
tion. Thus after recalibration the mechanical resiliently retain an arbor fla of an inkingpad
relay apparatus operates at least sixteen times to
which may be of any suitable shape?. The
insure accurate indication of the magnitude of arbors
fla and the notches in the slots' Ob

the condition under measurement. It may here
be observed that unbalance of the circuit (Fig. 8)
during recalibration is independent of the posi
tion of slidewire 2 fa. Consequently the carriage
25 and frame 30 are moved but a slight amount

during recalibration. Moreover, since the switch
84-85 is retained in fixed position during recal
ibration, the galvanometer is reconnected in cir
cuit with the particular one of elements 92 with

which it was connected just prior to initiation of
the recalibrating cycle.
If the foregoing provisions were not made, a

55
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may be of any suitable shape. In case round
inking pads are employed so that their angular
relation is unimportant, the arbors if a may be
round, while the shape of the notches is unim 65
portant. However, in case Square inking pads
are employed, as shown, the arbors
a are
preferably non-circular and of a configuration
complementary to the notches in the slots Ob;
for example, as shown, the arbors if a may be 70

square, fitting into V-shaped notches in the slots
Ob. The inking pads if f 'may be closely fitted
upon the arbors a or may be retained in posi
printing operation might occur during calibra tion solely by the arms floa of the spiders ff0
tion; in that event the resulting record on the
which firmly grip the arbors fa. The inking

-
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device of figs... 10 and 11 may be used directly.
in place of inking devices similar to 44 in the re
corder element assembly of Fig. 4.
In Fig. 13 there is shown a modified form of .
ratchet mechanism which may replace the cam
, disc , disc fl. and ther associated driving
gears. This ratchet mechanism comprises a U
shaped frame floosely journaled on the shaft
O

9)

rotation, or after the outer end of frame-arm
it is below the projection 2 a. Accordingly,
as the crank arm 25 rotates counter-clockwise,
the projection f2 a moves over the upper cam

surface. Sc of frame-arm. Sb. Further rota
tion of the drive shaft 8, now rotates the frame
f in a counter-clockwise direction, the cam
surface lic then acting on the projection (25a
D. A link if pivotally connected to one frame to return the citank arm f25, shaft f3, and
print wheel to their original positions against
arm if f Sa at 7 oscillates the frame is under the
the bias of the springs 27 and 28. Just prior
the control of a crank formed by disc 8 secured to
the last-mentioned return movement of cam
to shaft 3 and supporting from its face a pin
pivotally engaging the opposite end of the 2, a second cam 3 carried by sleeve 2 oc
links. In order to phase or time the operation cupies a position such that its recess 36a regis

S

O

with one pawl a of a double-pawl mem
of the print wheel 82 (not shown in this figure) ters
a ratchet wheel 2 is secured upon a sleeve 2, ber 87 journaled on rod 22a and biased for
loosely journaled on shaft 80. A cooperating clockwise rotation by springs 8. The other

s

pawl 37b of member 37 normally retained in a

pawl 22, journaled on a rod or shaft 22a se lifted, ineffective position, upon registration of
cured
between opposite arms of frame i? is, is
biased into engagement with the ratchet wheel recess or notch a and end 3a, moves down
2. by leaf spring 22b and serves to rotate the
ratchet wheel a predetermined amount every
time the shaft f8 or pin f completes a revolu
tion. By predetermining the position of a cam
28 carried by the sleeve 2 ?, it will be apparent
that for a given number of revolutions of the
shaft the cam 23 will be rotated through 360°.
Thus this cam is phased, and the ratchet mech

anism adjusted, so that just prior to completion.

of the cycle of operations of the mechanical re
lay for a given control point, a projection 23a.
of the cam 23 is moved against a lateral pro
jection 25a of a crank arm 25 pivoted from the

frame at 26, and thereby rotates the crank arm
25 in a clockwise direction as viewed in Fig.
13, against the bias of a spring 27, and a sec
Ond spring 28, connected to the frame and to
a pin 29 eccentrically mounted on a disc 30

which itself is secured to an operating shaft 3 f.
40

AS

20

Wardly into engagement with one tooth of a

ratchet wheel 89 secured to the shaft 80. In

consequence, the shaft 80 is rotated, as the print
wheel is returned to its original position, an
amount sufficient to move the selector switch 25
84-85 for connection of a different one of the

elements 92 in the potentiometer circuit. The
ratchet wheels, and crank 8, 9 are phased
with respect to shaft so that the switch move
ment is completed while the galvanometer pointer
is clamped in a fixed position.
The recalibration cycles are timed and con
trolled by the disc 95 and cam of in the manner
described above. However, as soon as the arm 93
is moved downwardly by the spring 93c, a cam
40 journaled on shaft 0 is rotated in a counter
clockwise direction by a crank journaled in the
frame F, one end of which is by link 4 pivot
ally secured to arm 93 while its opposite end is
by link 42 pivotally secured to the cam 40. By

30

35

40
The outer or free end of the crank arm f 25,
aforesaid rotation a lower end f4.0a of the
being beneath the pin f29, is effective to rotate the
the shaft 3 in a counter-clockwise direction. cam is moved toward or against the projection
Rigidly secured to shaft 3, as by pins 32, is a 25a to prevent movement thereof even though
cam 23 moves to the printing position, i.e.,
rod 33 engaged by projections 34 of a frame the
35, in which is journaled the print wheel 32 (not a position with the notch 23b in registration 45
shown in Fig. 13). Accordingly, the counter with projection 25a. At the same time the upper
clockwise rotation of shaft 3 rotates the frame end 40b of the cam is moved toward or against
35 in a clockwise direction about pivots 30b to a pin f4 carried by at least the pawl 3b to
move the print wheel firmly into engagement prevent movement thereof upon registration of
pawl 137a with notch, or recess 36a. In this 50
with the inking disc. 44.
As the pawl 22 rotates the ratchet gear 20 manner the operating means for the selector
and calm 23 an additional distance, a recess switch 84-85 and the printing and/or recording
23b is moved into registration with the lateral mechanism is rendered ineffective during cali
bration. The timing and phasing in other re
projection 25a. This recess may be next to the spects
may be and preferably is identical with 55
projection 23a or separated therefrom a slight
amount so that as the projection 23a is moved the modification of our invention previously de

beyond the projection 25a the springs 2 and scribed.

While there has been described what at pres
28 are effective to return the respective crank
is considered the preferred embodiments of
arms 125 and 3, 33 to their original positions, ent
the print wheel at the same tirhe being moved the invention, it will be obvious to those skilled

to permit the print wheel to move in a counter

the chart to register thereon one of the charac

balancing position and including a control ele

out of engagement with the inking disc 44. In
any event, as soon as the recess 23b registers
with the extension 25a, the springs 27, and

65
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in the art that various changes and modifications
may be made without departing from the inven
tion, and therefore the appended claims cover all
such changes and modifications as fall within
65
the spirit and scope of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. In a self-balancing measuring System in
cluding a measuring circuit, a driven member
including a circuit adjusting element, a mechani
cal relay for driving said adjusting element by a

28 are effective to rotate respectively the crank
arm 25 in a counter-clockwise direction, and

the disc 30 and shaft 3 in a clockwise direc
tion. In this case the direction and resulting ex
tent of movement of the frame 35 is sufficient

clockwise direction and into engagement with plurality of decreasing steps to a circuit re

ters of the print wheel.

released for deflection in ac
As most clearly shown in Fig. 13A, the print ment periodically
with the sense and extent of unbalance
ing operation occurs when the frame 5 has cordance
of said circuit, relay driving means including a
75 been moved substantially to its limit of clockwise

O

s
0.

5
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driving shaft, means operable by Said shaft to cuit controlling means and for effecting an inter
release said control element and effect a step connection between said secondary movable
by-step movement of said driven member corre member and said adjusting means, and an aux
sponding to the sense and extent of deflection of iliary can for disengaging said follower from ,
said control member, the combination of transfer said recess.
4. In a self-balancing measuring system in
means periodically operable after completion of
a predetermined low number of revolutions of
said shaft for subjecting said circuit in prede
termined sequence to a plurality of conditions,
an interlock Operable after a predetermined
higher number of revolutions for retaining said
transfer means in a fixed position irrespective
of the completion of said lower number of revolu
tions, calibrating means, and means operable
during Only a fraction of said lower number of
revolutions for including said calibrating means
in said circuit and for effecting under control of
said relay recalibrating adjustment of Said cir
cuit, said last-named means thereafter exclud
ing said calibrating means from said circuit
whereby said relay during the remaining frac
tion of said lower number of revolutions rebal

30

ary member to effect said rebalance of said meas

uring circuit, mechanism for periodically recali
brating said measuring circuit comprising means
for adjusting an electrical condition thereof, a
standard electrical unit, circuit controlling means
for Connecting said standard unit in said measur
ing circuit, the combination of a continuously
rotating cam provided with a peripheral recess,
a can follower normally bearing upon the face
of Said can and biased into said recess, means
responsive to the entry of said follower into said

periodically freed for deflection in accordance higher speed, and of a different order of magni
with the sense and extent of unbalance of said tude than said cam, for accurately and addi
circuit, relay driving means including a driving
shaft, means operable in response to each revo

lution of said shaft to free said control element

40

Ondary movable member, means operable by said
Secondary member to rebalance said circuit, op
erating means controlled by said primary mov
able member for periodically moving said second

ances said circuit prior to operation of Said trans
2. In a self-balancing measuring system in
cluding a measuring circuit, a driven member
including a circuit adjusting element, a mechani receSS for actuating said circuit controlling means
cal relay for driving said adjusting element by a and for effecting an interconnection between said
plurality of decreasing steps to a circuit rebal Secondary movable member and said adjusting
ancing position and including a control element means, and additional means operating at a
fer means.

25

cluding a measuring circuit, a source of supply
therefor, a primary member movable from a
neutral position in accordance with variations
in magnitude of a condition under measurement
as determined by said measuring circuit, a sec

15

20

25

30

tionally controlling entry of said follower into

Said recess.

5. In a self-balancing measuring system in

and effect a step-by-step movement of Said driven cluding a measuring circuit, a source of supply
member corresponding to the sense and extent of therefor, a galvanometer connected to measure
deflection of said control element, the combina the unbalance of said circuit, a driven shaft,
tion of transfer means periodically operable from mechanical relay apparatus, including a contin
one to another of a plurality of positions after uously rotating driving shaft, for periodically ad
completion of a predetermined low number of justing said driven shaft under control of said
revolutions of said shaft for Subjecting said cir galvanometer, and means operated by said driven
cuit in predetermined sequence to each of a plu shaft to rebalance said measuring circuit, mech
rality of conditions, calibrating means for said anism for periodically recalibrating said measur
circuit, means operable in timed relation with ing circuit comprising means for adjusting an
Said transfer means for periodically rendering electrical condition thereof, a standard electrical
Said calibrating means effective so that each suc

O

35

40

45

unit, circuit controlling means for connecting

cessive operation of Said calibrating means oc Said standard unit in said measuring circuit, the
CurS for a different position of said transfer combination of a rotatable cam, a double-worm
means, and means for preventing operation of gear reduction for driving said cam from said
Said transfer means during operation of said driving shaft, a cam follower, means responsive
to movement of Said follower relative to said cam
calibrating means.
3. In a self-balancing measuring system in to actuate Said circuit controlling means and to

cluding a measuring circuit, a source of supply effect an interconnection between said driven
55

therefor, a primary member movable from a neu
tral position in accordance with variations in

magnitude of a condition under measurement as
60

determined by said measuring circuit, a second
ary movable member, means operable by said
Secondary member to rebalance said circuit, op

erating means for said secondary member con
trolled by said primary movable member for
periodically actuating said rebalancing means to
rebalance said measuring circuit, mechanism for

periodically recalibrating said measuring circuit
comprising means for adjusting an electrical
condition thereof, a standard electrical unit,
circuit controlling means for connecting said
standard unit in Said measuring circuit in oppo
70 sition to said source of supply, the combination
of a continuously rotating cam provided with a
peripheral recess, a cam follower normally bear
ing upon the face of Said Cam and biased into
said recess, means responsive to the entry of said
75 follower into said recess for actuating said cir

65

shaft and Said adjusting means, a second cam
driven by the first worm wheel of said gear re
duction, and a follower for said Second can act

ing conjointly with said first follower accurately

to phase the operation of Said actuating means
with respect to the cycle of operation of said
mechanical relay apparatus.
6. In a self-balancing measuring system in
cluding a measuring circuit, a source of supply

60

therefor, a primary member movable from a neu

tral position in accordance with variations in 65
magnitude of a Condition under measurement
as determined by said measuring circuit, a sec

. ondary movable member, means operable by said
Secondary member for rebalancing said measur
ing circuit, operating means controlled by said 70 .
primary movable member for periodically actu

ating said rebalancing means to rebalance said

measuring circuit, mechanism for periodically re
calibrating said measuring circuit comprising

means for adjusting an electrical condition there 5
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a rotatable adjustable impedance intercon
of, a standard electrical unit, circuit controlling cuit,
nected with said measuring circuit, the combina
means for connecting said standard unit in said. tion
of a support for said impedance pivoted
EEE
combination
a contin about an axis parallel to said rotatable structure,
otating cantheprovided
with of
a peripheral
recess, a cam follower normally bearing upon and biased for movement about its pivotal ads 5

effect a driving engagement between said
- the face of said. can and biased into said recess, i to
structure and said rotatable impedance,
means responsive to entry of said follower into rotatable
a continuously rotating cam, and means includ

said recess for actuating, said circuit controlling
... means and for effecting an interconnection be
O tween said secondary movable member and said
adjusting means, a second can rotating con
tinuously at a speed very much higher than said

ing a can follower normally restraining said
pivoted support from movement about its pivotal 10
axis but intermittently releasing the same for
recalibration of said measuring circuit.

10. In a self-balancing measuring system in
first mentioned can, and a can follower for said cluding
measuring circuit, a primary member
second cam acting conjointly with said first foll movableafrom
position in accordance 5
lower accurately to time the operation of said with variations ain neutral
magnitude of a condition under
actuating means.
as determined by said measuring
7. In a self-balancing measuring system in measurement
a secondary movable member, circuit
cluding a measuring circuit, a galvanometer con circuit,
rebalancing means operable thereby, Operating
nected to measure the unbalance of said circuit, means
controlled by said primary movable men- 20
a driven shaft, mechanical relay apparatus, in ber
for
operating said secondary
cluding a continuously rotating driving shaft, for member periodically
to
rebalance
said measuring circuit,
periodically adjusting said driven shaft under mechanism for periodically
recalibrating said
control of said galvanometer, and means oper measuring
circuit
and
including
means for ad
ated by said driven shaft to rebalance said meas justing an electrical condition thereof,
circuit 25
uring circuit, and mechanism operable by said controlling means for completing recalibration
relay apparatus for periodically recalibrating said connections
said measuring circuit, the com
measuring circuit including means for adjusting bination of aforcontinuously
cam, a cam
an electrical condition thereof, the combination follower, means controlled rotating
by
said
follower to
of a rotatable cam, a double-worm gear reduc

5

actuate said circuit controlling means, other 30
means also controlled by said follower to effect
lower to effect an interconnection between said an interconnection between said secondary mov
member and said adjusting means, a second
driven shaft and said adjusting means, a second able
cam rotatable with said first cam but having an
can driven by the intermediate Worm wheel of operating
retarded in phase with respect 35
said gear reduction, and a follower for said sec to that ofelement
said
first-named
cam, and a follower
ond cam acting conjointly with said first follower for said second cam controlling
said intercon
accurately to phase the operation of said inter necting means conjointly with said
first-named
connecting means with respect to the cycle of cam and follower.
operation of said mechanical relay apparatus.
11. In a self-balancing measuring system in- 40
8. In a self-balancing measuring system in cluding
measuring circuit, a primary member
cluding a measuring circuit, a primary member movable afrom
position in accordance
movable from a neutral position in accordance with variations ain neutral
magnitude of a condition under
with variations in magnitude of a condition un measurement as determined
by said measuring
der measurement as determined by said meas
a secondary movable structure including 45
uring circuit, a Secondary rotatable structure circuit,
means for rebalancing said circuit, means con
including means for rebalancing said circuit, and trolled
by said primary movable member for
operating means controlled by said primary mov periodically
said secondary structure
able member for operating periodically said sec to rebalance operating
said
measuring
circuit, mechanism
ondary structure to rebalance said measuring
periodically recalibrating said measuring cir- 50
circuit, mechanism for periodically recalibrating for
including means for adjusting an electrical
said measuring circuit, circuit controlling means cuit
condition
circuit controlling means for
for completing connections for said recalibration completingthereof,
recalibrating connections for said
of said measuring circuit, and a rotatable ad measuring circuit,
the combination of a pivotally
justable impedance interconnected with said
member biased to move about its pivots
measuring circuit, the combination of a support mounted
to actuate said circuit controlling means,
for said impedance pivoted about an axis paral and
auxiliary pivotally mounted member biased to
lel to said rotatable structure, and means Op an
erating intermittently to actuate said circuit move about its pivot and to effect an intercon
controlling means and to move said support about nection between said secondary movable struc

tion for driving said cam from said driving shaft,
a can follower, means controlled by said foll

5
40

O

and said adjusting means but normally re- 60
its pivot to effect a driving engagement between ture
said rotatable structure and said rotatable in strained by said first-named pivotally mounted

member, a continuously rotating cam, means in
cluding a cam follower therefor normally re
cluding a measuring circuit, a primary member straining said first-named pivotally mounted
movable from a neutral position in accordance member from motion about its pivot and timing 65
with variations in magnitude of a condition under its operation, a second cam rotating with said
pedance.

9. In a self-balancing measuring System in

O

75

measurement as determined by said measuring
circuit, including means for rebalancing said cir
cuit, a secondary rotatable structure, means con".
trolled by said primary movable member for
periodically actuating said secondary structure to
rebalance said measuring circuit, mechanism for
periodically recalibrating said measuring circuit,
circuit controlling means for completing re
calibrating connections for said measuring cir
Y

first-named cam but having an operating ele
ment retarded in phase with respect thereto, and

a follower for said second cam normally restrain

ing said auxiliary pivotally mounted member 70
from motion about its pivot and timing its op
eration with respect to that of Said first-named
pivotally mounted member.
12. A multiple-point measuring apparatus

comprising a rotatable structure provided with a 7s

12

5
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plurality of spaced peripheral marking elements,
a pivotal support for said rotatable structure,
means for carrying a record chart, means Sup
porting said structure and its support for dis
placement across said chart, actuating mecha

a record chart, means for moving said structure

with respect to said chart, the combination of an
actuating mechanism effective upon each opera

tion thereof to bring said rotatable structure into
registration with said record chart and to rotate
nism effective upon each operation thereof to said structure through an angle equal to the an
oscillate said support to bring said structure into gular spacing of said marking elements, said
registration with said record chart and including mechanism including a pivoted lever biased to

a ratchet and pawl mechanism operable con
currently with oscillation of said structure into
and out of registration with said chart for rotate
ing said structure through an angle equal to the
angular spacing of said marking elements, a con
tinuously rotating shaft, a cam operated by said
15 shaft, and a cam follower therefor periodically
operating said actuating mechanism.
13. A multiple-point measuring apparatus
comprising a rotatable structure provided with a
plurality of spaced peripheral marking elements,
20 a pivotal support for said rotatable structure, a
shaft connected to rotate said structure and along
which said support is slidable, means for carrying
a record chart, an oscillatable member having a
sliding engagement with Sald Support, actuating
25 mechanism, including a crank secured to said
oscillatable member to bring said rotatable struc
ture into registration with said record chart and
a ratchet and pawl mechanism respectively se
cured to and supported by said shaft to rotate
30 said structure step-by-step, a continuously rotat
ing shaft, a can operated by said continuously
rotating shaft, and a cam follower therefor con
nected to operate said actuating mechanism.
14. In a multiple-point measuring apparatus
35 comprising a rotatable structure provided with a
plurality of spaced peripheral marking elements,
a shaft connected to rotate said structure, a car
riage slidable along said shaft, means for carry
ing a record chart, the combination Cf a Support
40 for said rotatable structure pivotally supported
from said carriage, an oscillatable shaft having
a longitudinal slot, said carriage having an ele
ment engaging said oscillating shaft to prevent
O

an operating position, a continuously rotating
cam, a cam follower therefor periodically operat
ing said actuating mechanism, a second can ro

O

tating continuously at a speed very much higher

than said first-named cam, and a cam follower
for said second cam acting conjointly with said
first follower accurately to time the Operation of 15
said actuating mechanism.
17. In a mechanical relay operated multiple
point self-balancing measuring System, includ
ing a continuously rotating driving shaft, a ro
tatable structure provided with a plurality of
spaced peripheral marking elements, means for

carrying a record chart, and means operated by
spect to said chart, the combination of an actu
ating mechanism effective upon each operation
thereof to bring said rotatable structure into
registration with said record chart and to rotate
said structure through an angle equal to the
angular spacing of said marking elements, a ro
tatable cam operated by said driving shaft but
at a reduced speed, a cam follower therefor con
trolling the operation of said actuating mecha
nism, a second cam operated by said driving
shaft at a spaed of a higher order of magnitude
than said first cam, and a follower for said Second
cam acting conjointly with said first follower
accurately to phase the operation of Said actuat
ing mechanism with respect to the cycle of opera
said driven shaft to move said structure with re

35

tion of the mechanical relay.

18. In a mechanical relay operated multiple
a continuously rotating driving shaft, a rotatable

point self-balancing measuring system, including

structure provided with a plurality of Spaced pe
record chart, means for displacing said structure
across the chart, the combination of an actuat
ing mechanism effective upon each operation
thereof to bring said rotatable structure into
registration with said record chart and to rotate
said structure through an angle equal to the
angular spacing of said marking elements, a ro
tatable cam, a worm and worm wheel for driving

40

rotation of said carriage and said support having ripheral marking elements, means for carrying a

45

an element engaging said slot, actuating mecha
nism including a crank arm secured to said OScil

45

latable shaft to effect registration between said
chart and said structure and a ratchet and pawl
mechanism connected to said first-named shaft
50 to effect step-by-step rotation thereof, a con
tinuously rotating shaft and means operated by
said continuously rotating shaft for periodically
operating said actuating mechanism.
said cam from said driving shaft, a can follower
15. In a multiple-point measuring apparatus therefor controlling the operation of Said actuat
comprising a rotatable structure provided with ing mechanism, a second can secured to and
a plurality of spaced peripheral marking ele rotatable with said driving shaft, and a cam fol
ments, means for carrying a record chart, means lower for said second cam acting conjointly with
for moving said structure with respect to said said first follower accurately to phase the opera
chart, the combination of an actuating mecha tion of said actuating mechanism with respect
60 nism effective upon each operation thereof to to the cycle of operation of the mechanical relay.
19. In a multiple-point recorder having a ro
bring said rotatable structure into registration
with said record chart and to rotate said struc tatable structure provided with a plurality of pe
ture through an angle equal to the angular spac ripherally spaced marking elements, the combi
ing of said marking elements, said mechanism nation of a shaft, a carriage slidably supported
65 including a pivoted lever biased to an operating on said shaft, a frame pivotally mounted from 65
position, a continuously rotating cam disc having said carriage and having provisions for rotatably
a peripheral recess, a cam follower normally bear supporting said structure, a driving gear rotat
ing upon the face of said disc and restraining able with said shaft and slidable with Said car
said lever and releasing the same upon registra riage a cooperating driven gear journaled in said
70 tion with said recess, and an auxiliary cam for frame and meshing with said driving gear Sub 70
stantially at the pivotal axis of Said frame for
disengaging said follower from Said receSS.
16. In a mechanical relay operated multiple rotating said structure, an elongated member
point measuring apparatus comprising a rotat disposed parallel to said shaft, Said frame having
able structure provided with a plurality of spaced at least one extension cooperating with said mem
s peripheral marking elements, means for carrying ber to predetermine the position of Said frame, s

13
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chronism.
25. In an instrument having a member mov
from said predetermined position, and ratchet
In eans Supported by said shaft and operable only able in accordance with unbalance of a balance
upon return movement of said frame to said able network, the combination of a calibrating
predetermined position for rotating said shaft an impedance for said network, an arm supporting
annount Sufficient to drive Said structure an Said impedance for movement into and out of
amount equal to the angular displacement be driving engagement with said member, an actu
atting arm normally biasing said supporting arm
tween said marking elements.
20. In a multiple-point recorder having a to a position to retain said impedance out of
O
chart-support, a carriage, means mounting said engagement with said member, a calibrating
carriage for transverse movement across the Switch for said network operatively. associated
chart, a frame pivotally mounted from said car With said arm, a control member biased towards
riage, a print wheel journaled in said frame with Said actuating arm with Sufficient force to oper
5 its axis of rotation normal to the chart, said ate said switch, and releasable means for retain
print wheel having a plurality of angularly dis ing said control member in a position ineffective
posed marking elements disposed on a beveled to cause said operation of said switch.
26. In an instrument having a member mov
-face thereof, and means for actuating said frame
to move a selected one of said elements into and able in accordance with unbalance of a balance
able network, the combination of a three-part
20 Out of printing engagement with the chart.
least one extension to rotate therewith said frame

25

21. In a multiple-point recorder having a
chart-roll disposed adjacent the front thereof, a
carriage, means mounting said carriage for trans
verse movement across the chart, a frame piv
otally mounted from said carriage, a print wheel

35

40

45

50

55

60

5

20.

calibrating device, one part comprising a pivoted
Switch-actuating arm, a second part comprising

a pivoted support for an impedance device, and
the third part comprising a control arm pivoted
about the same axis as said first part for moving

journaled in said frame with its axis of rotation

said-first part, a spring interconnecting said first

wheel in a non-printing position, for bodily mov
ing said print wheel downwardly therefrom to a
position Substantially below the top of and in
front of said roll to print on the chart a record,
and for returning said wheel to said non-printing
position to render immediately visible on said
chart said printed record.
22. In a multiple-point recorder having a mul
tiple point recording element assembly compris
ing a rotatable structure provided with a plurality
of spaced peripheral marking elements, the com
bination of a carriage, a support for said struc
ture pivotally mounted from said carriage, a driv
ing gear journaled in fixed position with respect
to said carriage, and a driven gear journaled in
said support for rotating said structure and mesh

of said first and second springs said first and
third parts into Switch operating positions, and
means for. Successively releasing and thereafter

spaced peripherai marking elements, the combi
nation of a carriage, a Support for Said structure
pivotally mounted from said carriage, an inking
device supported from said carriage for cooper

trol member upon release thereof operating said

normal to the chart and normal to the pivotal and second parts, a second spring biasing said
axis of said frame, and means cooperating with first part into engagement with said second part,
said frame for normally retaining said print and a third spring for moving against the bias

30

10

moving out of said switch operating position said
27. In an instrument having a member mov

third part.

30

35

able in accordance with unbalance of a balance

able network, the combination of an adjustable
impedance, an arm supporting said impedance

for movement into and out of driving engage

ment
with said member, a switch for completing
a circuit including said impedance, an actuating

40

arm for said Switch normally engaging Said Sup
porting arm to retain it in a position with said
impedance out of said engagement with said
member, a control member biased toward said 45
ing with said driving gear substantially at the actuating arm with sufficient force to Operate
said Switch, releasable means for retaining said
pivotal axis of said support.
23. In a multiple-point recorder including a control member in a position ineffective to cause
rotatable structure provided with a plurality of operation of said Switch actuating arm, said con
actuating afim to actuate said switch, and means
for retaining said supporting arm in a position
With its said impedance Out of Said driving en
ation with said rotatable structure, and means gagement for a time interval after Operation of
for moving said support about its pivot to effect said switch by said actuating arm.
28. In an instrument having a member mov
a registration of one of said marking elements
with a record chart and to effect engagement and able in accordance with unbalance of a balance
network, the combination of an adjustable
disengagement of one of said elements with said able
impedance,
an arm Supporting said impedance
inking device.
for
movement
into and out of driving engage
24. In a nultiple-point recorder including a
with said member, a switch for completing
recording element assembly comprising a rotat ament
circuit including said impedance, an actuating

50

55

60

able print wheel provided with a plurality of
for said switch biased to a first switch-op
spaced peripheral marking elements, the combi arm
erating position and normally engaging said Sup

65

nation of a carriage, a support for said print
wheel pivotally mounted from said carriage, a
rotatable structure provided with a plurality of
inking pads similar in number and spacing to
said marking elements, said structure being piv
otally supported from said carriage in cooperative

porting arm to retain said impedance out of
said driving engagement, a control member biased
for movement into engagement with said actuat
ing arm With Sufficient force to move said arm

against its bias to a second switch-operating po

sition, a first cam releasably retaining said con 70

relation with said marking elements, means for trol member in a position to prevent operation
pivotally moving said support to effect engage of Said Switch to its second position, a second
ment and disengagement of said inking pads and cam releasably retaining said supporting arm and

75

65

marking elements and to effect registration of the its impedance out of said driving engagement,
latter with a record chart, and means for rotat means for driving said cams with said second 75
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cam retarded in phase with respect to said first member-moving means for movement of said
cam to release said supporting arm an interval frame and said rotatable structure into and out
after operation of said switch, and means oper of said marking position.
32. In a multiple-point recorder having a rotat
able when said actuating arm occupies said Sec
ond position for biasing said Supporting arm and able structure provided with a plurality of periph
its impedance into said driving engagement with erally spaced marking elements, the combination
of a shaft, a carriage slidably supported on Said
said first-named member.
29. In a self-balancing measuring System in shaft, a frame pivotally mounted from Said car
cluding a measuring circuit, a pointer movable riage and having provisions for rotatably Sup
in response to unbalance of said circuit, a driven porting said structure, driving means intercon
member, and mechanical relay apparatus, includ necting said shaft and said structure, an elon
ing means for periodically clamping said pointer gated member disposed parallel to Said shaft,
in fixed position, and for periodically adjusting said frame having at least one extension forming
said driven shaft under the control of Said pointer, a driving connection with said member which is
the combination of a calibrating impedance for maintained during sliding movement of Said
said network, an arm supporting said impedance frame with respect to said member, means for
for movement into and out of driving engage moving said member to rotate said frame and Said
ment with said driven member, means including rotatable structure into and out of a marking
an actuating arm normally biasing said support position, guiding means cooperatively associated

ing arm to a position to retain said impedance
out of said driving engagement, a calibrating
switch for said network operatively associated
with said arm, a control member biased towards
said actuating arm with sufficient force to pro
duce operation of said switch by said arm, releas
able means for retaining said control member in

a position ineffective to cause operation of Said

switch and for releasing said control member at
a time when said pointer is clamped in its fixed

30 position, and means operable as said Switch is
operated for retaining said supporting arm and
its impedance out of said driving engagement
until after completion of the adjustment of said
driven shaft initiated by the last-preceding Op

35 eration of said clamping means,

40

45

50

30. In a multiple-point recorder having a rotat
able structure provided with a plurality of periph
erally spaced marking elements, the combination
of a shaft, a carriage slidably supported on Said
shaft, a frame pivotally mounted from said car
riage and having provisions for rotatably Sup

with said member to retain said carriage in a
predetermined position during relative rotation
between it and said pivoted frame, driving means
Operable periodically to rotate said shaft in One

920

each Successive rotation thereof to actuate Said 25

member-moving means for movement of said

frame and of Said rotatable structure into and

Out of Said marking position, a selector switch
operable through a plurality of positions, means
operable in response to each movement of said 30
shaft for Operating said selector Switch from one
to another of its positions, and releasable means
operable periodically to prevent operation of said
shaft and said member moving means by said
Second-named driving means to retain for a pre 85

determined time interval said rotatable structure,
said selector switch, and said member in fixed

positions, and effective upon release thereof to re
establish Operation under the control of said
40
Second-named driving means.
33. In a measuring apparatus having a me
chanical relay, including balancing means, for
periodically rebalancing a measuring circuit un

a driving connection between said frame and of conditions, a print wheel operable into and
said member which is maintained during sliding Out of a printing position to produce a mark for
movement therebetween, means for moving said each of Said conditions, the combination of
member to rotate said frame and said rotatable ratcheting means for advancing said print wheel
structure into and out of a marking position, and after each of Said printing Operations, a control
guiding means cooperatively associated with Said switch driven jointly with said print wheel for
elongated member to retain said carriage in a Connecting in Sequence each of said elements to
predetermined position during rotation of said said network, a cam, a cam-follower biased into

45

50

engagement therewith, means actuated by said

31. In a multiple-point recorder having a ro cam-follower for controlling said printing oper
tatable structure provided with a plurality of ations of said print wheel, means for calibrating
peripherally spaced marking elements, the com Said network including a calibrating switch and
bination of a shaft, a carriage slidably supported a calibrating impedance respectively operable in

60

15

direction by predetermined amounts and between

porting said structure, driving means intercon
necting said shaft and said structure, an elon
gated member disposed parallel to said shaft, balanced by successive association therewith of
said frame having at least one extension forming elements respectively responsive to a plurality

frame.

()

on said shaft, a frame pivotally mounted from to and Out of Calibrating positions, releasable
said carriage and having provisions for rotatably means cooperating to retain Said calibrating
supporting said structure, driving means inter switch and said impedance out of said calibrating

55

(30

Connecting said shaft and said structure, an elon positions and including cam-operated means
gated member disposed parallel to said shaft, Said phased with respect to Said first-named cam for
frame having at least One extension forming a releasing said releasable means first to operate
driving
connection with said shaft which is main said calibrating switch and thereafter to operate
65
tained during sliding movement of Said frame said impedance to Said calibrating position, and
with respect to said member, means for moving means operable upon release of said releasable
said member to rotate said frame and said rotat means for restraining operation of said ratchet
able structure into and Out of a marking position, ing means and of said cam-follower during oper
guiding means cooperatively associated with said ation of said calibrating means.
70
member to retain said carriage in a predeter
34. In a self-balancing measuring system in
mined position irrespective of relative rotation cluding a measuring circuit, a member deflect
between it and said pivoted frame, and driving ing in response to unbalance of said circuit, a
means operable in succession to rotate Said shaft driven member, and mechanical relay apparatus,
a
predetermined amount and to actuate said. including means for periodically clamping Said 75
75
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deflecting member in fixed position, and for pe
riodically adjusting said driven member under
the control of said deflecting member, the com

structure pivotally mounted from said carriage, a
driving gear disposed within said carriage and
connected to rotate said structure, and an index
plate and pin, One supported from Said carriage

elements, a selector switch for associating with
said circuit in sequence each of said elements, a

and the other from said rotatable structure and 5

Switch and said impedance out of said calibrat

ing a pin adapted to register with said index plate 20

with respect to said first-named cam and said
Cam-follower for releasing, at a time when said

elements of said rotatable structure.

bination of a plurality of condition-responsive

0

s

engaging upon relative pivotal movement there
print wheel operable into and out of a printing between accurately to predetermine and register
position to produce a mark for each of said con the position of each of said elements of said
dition-responsive elements, ratcheting means for rotatable structure.
38. In a multiple-point recorder having a 0
advancing said print wheel and said selector
switch after each of said printing operations, multiple-point recording element assembly com
means including a cam, and a cam-follower prising a rotatable structure provided with a
biased into engagement therewith and controlled plurality of spaced peripheral marking elements,
thereby for Operating said print wheel into and the combination of a slidable carriage, a support
out of said printing position, means for calibrat for said structure pivotally mounted from said is
ing said network including a calibrating switch . carriage, a driving gear slidable with said carriage
and a calibrating impedance respectively oper and connected to rotate said structure, an index
able into and out of calibrating positions, releas plate Secured to and rotatable with said structure,
able means cooperating to retain said calibrating an arm extending from said carriage and carry

relative pivotal movement between said sup
ing position and including cam-controlled means upon
phased with respect to said clamping means and port and said carriage accurately to predeter

deflecting member is clamped in a fixed posi
tion and at a concurrent time when said print
wheel is out of said printing position, said re
leasable means first to operate said calibrating
Switch to said calibrating position and a time
interval thereafter to operate said impedance
to its calibrating position, means operable sub
stantially concurrently with release of said re
leasable means for restraining operation of said
cam-follower and of said ratchetting means dur
ing operation of said calibrating means, and
means for moving said calibrating switch and
impedance out of their calibrating positions and
Substantially concurrently to free said cam
follower and said ratcheting means from said
restraining means.

mine and register the position of each of said

39. In a multiple-point recorder having a mul- 25
tiple-point recording element assembly compris
ing a rotatable structure provided with a plu
rality of spaced peripheral marking elements,
the combination of a carriage, a support for said
structure pivotally mounted from said carriage, 30
means for effecting step-by-step rotation of said
structure, and an index plate and pin, one sup
ported from Said carriage and the other from
said rotatable structure and engaging upon rela
tive pivotal movement therebetween accurately to 85
pledetermine and register the position of each of
said elements of said rotatable structure.
40. In a multiple-point recorder having an ex
hibiting element visible from the front of said re

corder, the combination of a print wheel com
rality of Spaced marking elements disposed on the

35. In a multiple-point recorder including a prising a disc-like member provided with a plu

rotatable drum for carrying a record chart, the
combination of a multiple-point recording ele
ment assembly comprising a carriage movable
45 longitudinally of said chart drum, a support piv
otally mounted from said carriage, a print wheel
journaled in said support and disposed to register
With Said chart upon pivotal movement of said
Support, said print wheel lying in a plane sub
50 stantially parallel to the axis of said chart drum,
and means for moving said support and print
wheel into and out of printing position, move
ment of Said print wheel away from said chart
immediately exposing the printed record to view.
36. In a multiple-point recorder having a
55
multiple-point recording element assembly con
prising a rotatable structure provided with a plu
rality of Spaced peripheral marking elements, the
combination of a carriage adapted for transverse
60 movement across a record chart, a support for
Said structure depending from and pivotally
mounted on said carriage, about an axis parallel
to its direction of motion, a driving gear asso
ciated with said carriage and journaled about
65

70

an axis parallel to the direction of motion of said

rim of Said member, a plurality of identifying
indicia, individual to said elements, disposed on

a face of Said member, means mounting said
member for displacement across said element

with Said face of said member visible from the

front of said recorder, means for moving said
member to bring one of its marking elements
into marking relation with said element, and a
mask for said face of said member exposing the
indicium corresponding to the operative mark
ing element.

4i. In a multiple-point recorder including a
rotatable drum for carrying a record chart, the 55
combination of a multiple-point recording ele
ment assembly comprising a carriage movable
above and longitudinally of said chart drum, a
support pivotally mounted from said carriage, a
printing disc having a beveled edge and a plu- 80
rality of Spaced marking elements disposed
thereon, said printing disc being journaled in said
Support to lie in a plane substantially parallel

to the axis of Said chart drum, and means for
moving said support to register said print wheel 65

carriage, and a driven gear for rotating said With Said chart substantially forwardly of the
structure journaled in said support about an axis cp of Said chart drum and for moving said print
normal to said direction of motion and meshing wheel upwardly and away from the point of reg
with said driving gear substantially at the pivotal istration substantially immediately to expose the
printed record.
70
axis of Said support,
42. In a multiple-point recorder including a
37. In a multiple-point recorder having a
multiple-point recording element assembly com record chart and a multiple-point recording ele
prising a rotatable structure provided with a ment assembly having a rotatable structure pro
plurality of spaced peripheral marking elements, vided with a plurality of spaced peripheral mark
the combination of a carriage, a support for said ing elements, the combination of a slidable car. 75
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riage, a support for said structure pivotally urement of the magnitudes of a plurality of Con
mounted from said carriage, a driving gear slid ditions, and a visible Scale, the combination of
able with said carriage, a driven gear journaled rotatable means provided with a plurality of
in said Support for rotating said structure and identifying indicia for and individual to Said
meshing with said driving gear substantially at Switch-positions, said indicla being concurrently
the pivotal axis of Said support, Said carriage visible with said scale, means movable acroSS
having provisions for supporting an inking de said scale for supporting said rotatable means,
vice in cooperative relation with said marking means for Operating said selector Switch from

elements, and means for moving said support one position to another and for simultaneously

rotating said rotatable means, and a mask for
Said indicla exposing to view only that indicium
which corresponds with the position of Said Se
of one of said elements of said rotatable struc lector switch.
45. In a multiple-point exhibiting instrument
ture and said record chart.
5 43. In a multiple-point recorder having a mull having means including a selector Switch oper
tiple-point recording element assembly compris able through a plurality of positions for the
ing a rotatable print wheel provided with a plu measurement of the magnitudes of a plurality of
rality of spaced peripheral marking elements, conditions, and a visible scale, the combination
the combination of a slidable carriage, a Sup of rotatable means provided on One face with a
20 port for said print wheel pivotally mounted from plurality of indicia for and individual to said
said carriage, a driven gear journaled in Said Switch positions, means movable across said scale
support for rotating said print wheel, a rotatable for Supporting Said rotatable means, with its said
structure provided with a plurality Of inking face generally parallel to that of said scale and
pads for successive and individual registration concurrently visible therewith, means for op
with said marking elements, a driven gear jour erating Said selector switch from One position to
naled in said carriage for rotating said struc another and for simultaneously rotating said
ture, and a common driving gear for said driven rotatable means, and a mask supported by said
gears journaled in a fixed position with respect movable means and exposing to view only that
to said carriage and meshing with Said first indicium which corresponds with the position of
named driven gear substantially at the pivotal Said selector Switch.
O

about its pivotal axis to effect engagement and
disengagement of said inking device with One of
said marking elements and to effect registration

RAYMOND W. ROSS.:

axis of Said Support.
44. In a multiple-point exhibiting instrument

SOPHIE SEBERHAGEN,

of the Last Will and Testament of
having means including a selector switch oper Eacecutriac
Sigurd H. Seberhagen, Deceased.
able through a plurality of positions for the meas

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION.
April 5, 1958.

Patent No. 2,ll3,069.
RAYMOND W. ROSS, ET AL.

It is hereby certified that error appears in the printed specification
of the above numbered patent requiring correction as follows: Page 2, first

column, line 65, for the word "each" read the pagell, second column, line
45, claimill, strike out the article "a"; page la, first column, line 51,
claim ill, after "shaft" insert a comma; and second column, line 69, claim
l9, before "a" insert a comma; and that the said Letters Patent should be

read with this correction therein that the same may conform to the record
of the case in the Patent Office.

Signed and sealed this 2nd day of August, A. D. 1938.
(Seal)

Leslie Frazer,

Acting Commissioner of Patents.
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